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The Rabbi as Judaica 

Schofar 

l\abbi Jacob J. Sd:,.acter 

Rabbi Jacob J. Schacter makes a·powerful case for the raobinic 
benef)ts to be drawn from a familiarity with modern Judaic 
ssholarship, as \\'ell as.contemporary literature. While the study 

-•, pf Torah, traditionally.defined, is pivotal, there is a growing body 
of a<;ademic research and public3.tion that can serve. tO deepen 
one'� appreciation and understanding of traditional texts. Such 
studies can inaximize the�raboi's 'imp�'ct as a sPeaker ancl'teacher, ' . 
at the same time adding an important dimension to one's own 
learning. 

, 

My. he"art was always inclined to know [and] to examine wqrldly matters .as 
well; the [various] nations and faiths, their�characteristics and dispositions, 
their�histories and wisdoms, 'an o( whose matters c;nnot be known from our 
sacred,books. This,was al;o [necessary] in order to kno� how to respond [to 
·_; heretic],· to mingle comfortably with pe;ple, ;'? k'!ow the proper etiquette of 
each cm,mtry .... All' this.I yearned to learn from their own books in the 
original. ... l 

The study of Torah is undotibtedly the most important component of 
Jewish religious life. Ids the most.central reli�ious imperative binding 
on all Jews and 'certainly is an-obligation for rabbis who are directly 
responsible for the accurate transmission of its values and teachings, 
Nevertheless, this·emphasis on the primacy of Torah study notwith
standing,' great rabbinic scholars throughout the generations were also 
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involved in a wide variety of extra-talmudic disciplines and acknowl
edged their value even when they were not directly applied to eluci
date specific Torah laws or customs. From ancient through modern 
times, a large number of universally acknowledged rabbinic authori
ties recognized the, importance of such knowledge and integrated it 
into their way of 'thinkihg and writing., As the quote· from Rabbi 
Emden indicates, primacy of Torah study does not necessarily imply 

1 . . 2 exc us1v1ty_. 
While secular studies were alway'; valued throughout our his

tory, their importance is even greater today. The moq,l relativism and 
intellectual skepticism characteristic of contempop�ry society have 
provided an unprece8et\te/! cli.alleng� to' traditional Jewish life. All 
segments of the Orthodox community have been. forced to devise 
strategies to cope with these new realities. Some advocate complete 
withdrawal from what is becoming an ever more alien and hostile 
world. For others, modern or centrist Orthodox Jews, this is no 
solution. By opting to function wholly within Western society while 
continuing to m�ihtain a strict allegiance to Torah study and obser
vance of mizvot, we have chosen to confront the cl:ialleriges of 
contemporary culture head-on by seeking ways of resolving the ap
parent' conflicts that arise out of living in ):,oth worlds. The knowl
edgeable rabbi, learned in both Torah and secular culture, is lh the 
best posi_tion to achie;e this goal and ·thus provide sorely· n�eded 
guidance in these confusing times. 

In addition, growing numbers of modern Orthodox Jews are 
becoming increasingly more intellectually sophisticated. Many of 
these have had the benefit of advanced yeshiva education and high 
level postgraduate professional training. Their level of knowledge is 

' 

impressive in the.areas of secular disciplines'as well as in Torah. As a 
result, rabbis who ,serve such balebatim must also !)ave such broad 
intellectual· interests if they are to be effective. A ,more literate and 
educat�d l;ity expects its rabbi to have �ide-ranging secular ,mcl' 
Torah knowledge and· to bring these different disciplines together in 
intelligent and meaningful ways. If Rabbi Emden couta write in the 
sec,md half of the eighteenth century that secular knowledge was 
important .to enable someone '"to mingle comfortably with people," 
how much more true is it for a rabbi today when such knowledge is so 
widespread among the members of ,his own congregation: He :must 
speak the language of his community and can only .do so,if he shares 
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their level of intellectual sophistication. In most modern Orthodox 
congregations, the more,kndwledgeable and worldly-the rabbi; the 
more he will be respected· and by extension, the greater will be his 
impact and success. 

An openness to and appreciation of the world beyond ·the 
Gemara is indispensable for a number of practical :reason,s. First, it 
enables the rabbi to express.himself in a clear and articulate manner. 
In the homiletics seminar I took as a semikhah stuaent in Mesivta -
Torah Vodaath in the early I970s, our t�acher, R,abbi Moshe Sherer, 
encouraged us to read the editorial page of The New York Times every 
day. It was very important, he said, not,so much·for its cdntenf as for 
its r1ch -vocabulary· and felicit6us style. Read it long enough, he 
cdUnseled, and you will slowly be able to raise the level of sophigtica
tion of your owri speaking. In a long conversation with Dr. Nor!nan 
Lamm shortly after I became Rabbi of The Jewish Center; he told me 
that he regularly read Saiurdaj Review for the, same reason and :also 
recommended the works of Loren Eiseley, the noted anthropologist. 
My own favorite is The New Republic, which I find most useful for its 
clever turns of phrase and elegant literary style._ Clarity of expression 
and.eloquence of ptesentatioi':t are the first critical components for a 
successful rabbinate, "all of wltose matters cannot be known from our 
sacred books." 

Second, the content of any contemporary rabbinic presentation 
is greatly ·enriched by allusions to modern secular literature. The 
following, taken from my owh sermons during the last year or two, _are 
only some examples of-how such works can· be very useful in illus
trating matters of <:oncern and interest to us apd our listeners: 
Thornton Wilder's Our- Town for an example of the fleeting nature of 
life, Anthony Storr's Solitude: A Return to the Self for a discussion of the 
introspection necessary during the Y amim Nora'im, John Updike's 
presentation of the confl,ict between science and religion in Roger's 
Version, Erich Fromm's The Forgotte'rf Language on the nature of 
symbolism, and Harvey Cox's Religion in the Secular City on the ba'al 
teshuvah phenomenon. ·Older and· more well-known examples I have 
als6 used are Soren Kierkegaard's Fear and Trembling on 'the akeidah, 3 
Rudolf Otto's noti'on of mys;erit{m tremendum in his The Idea of the Holy 
for � characterization of the transcendent quality of God, and the 
series of books by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross on aspects of hilkhot aveilut. 
Not only are these works intrinsically worthwhile for the different 
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dimensions and perspectives. they provide, but they, alsci enhance the 
rabbi's level of resp.ect in the community. 'fhe ability of the rabbi.to 
incorporate this•type of material-regularly into.his sermons,Jectures, 
and even personal conversations raises his stature in the eyes- of.his 
congregants and· is thus essential to his success. 

A third ap.d more directly us�ful cotnponent' for the ,well
rounded modern Orthodox rabbi is familiarity with the growing 
world of Jewish- scholarship. A historically oriented approach to 
Jewish texts will clearly enhance one'(understanding of many areas of 
halakhah and,hashkafah and enable the ·rabbi to present this mi'terial 
to others in a more complete and intetesting }Vay. For example, :a 
knowledge of Jewish history is indispeflsable for a full appreciation of 
the teshuvah of the Rosh about the different practices 'relevant to the 
recital of -ve-tet1 tal u-matar fShe'elot u-T�shuvot ha-Rosh 4: 10); the 
cross-cultural influences referred to by ,the T az regarding the varyin{l 
customs in lighting. Hanukkah candles (Orah Hayyim 671:1); the 
opinion of-Tosafot (Avodah Zarah 2a, s.v . .c\sur) that.medie;val·Chris
tians should not be considered in the <:ategory of idolaters;� the 
institution of the '.'Shabbat goy";5 the earliest time in the day one is 
permitted to daven Ma'ariv;� or· even the perennial struggle against 
talking in the synagogue during services._7 

There ,is a great deal of material in books and periodicals 
discussing various halalshot and minhagim from such· a more schol
arly, historical perspective, and the literature is growing rapidly. The 
bibliography (pp. 172-174) contains just a few examples taken from 
the literature relating specifically to the chagim that I have found to be 
effective in the shiurim a,pd lectures I haye delivered in my own shul 
during the last few years. The works listed are intended to illustrate 
the.kind of material already available on relatively familiar subjects. I 
do not agree with all their conclusions, but they all provide interesting 
perspectives w,hich 'will undoubtedly serve �o enricli any presentation 
on the issues,they address. All· the periodicals listecl ih the bibliog
raphy contain any number:of articles on halakhic themes from a more 
scholarly perspective. [·suggest that the reader·skim through.them.all 
on a regular basis and occasionally" choose those subjects or areas that 
are bf greatest interest. '(hey will .certainly prove to be of great value in 
the preparation of shiurim and lectures. 

Also listec\ in the bibliography are 'several books and periodical� 
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that I can recommend as containing many similarly useful presenta
tions. 

Furthermore, in any shiur or class I give, I invariably digress for 
a moment to touch briefly upon .some aspect of the life of the 

· particular figure whose opinion I am quoting. For example, I have 
discussed the Rambam's encounter with the Almohades in twelfth
century Spain, the death of the Mordecai in the Rindfleisch massacres 
in Germany at the end of the thirteenth century, the maggid of R. 
Y osef Karo in sixteenth-century Turkey, 8 the Sabba,tian controversies 
of Chakham Zevi in the seventeenth century, and the banking c�reer 
of R.' Barukh ha-Levi Epstein, author of the Torah Temimah, at· the 
turn of the twentieth century. Not only do these little excursi present 
the listener with a more well-rounded perspective on these great 
rabbinic scholars, they also serve to make the shiur or lecture more 
interesting and enjoyable for teacher and student alike. 

There is. one final benefit to developing an interest in secular 
studies and Jewish scholarship, one that applies equally .as much to 
maintaining a regular program of ongoing Torah study as well. Quite 
apart,ftom.their role in helping the rabbi enhance his effectiveness as 
a professional, they are als0 rich sources for personal 'growth and 
development. In spite of our best intentions at the beginning of our 
careers, we very often find ourselves ·caught up in the daily pressing 
demands that take up the bulk of our time and tend to neglect our 
obligation t9 continue to develop ourselves as talrq.idei chakhamim 
and as intellectuals. Even those of us who participate in active adult 
education programs often find ourselves prepari�g just to "get by" the 
class and ·not learning or studying for ourselves. We are so busy 
running around nurturing others that we have precious little time left 
to nurture ourselves. My father, Rabbi Herschel Schacter, often told 
me that 'his father used to illustrate this point by reference to the 
principle in Chullin (113a; Rashi, s.v. Ela), "di-khol zeman she-terudim 
liflot einan bol'im." We are so busy being polet to everyone else that we 
don't hav� time to be bole'a for ours�lves. This is a potentially tragic 
situation and ·could lead to an unhappy, resentful, and ultimately 
unsuccessful rabbinate. Torah study and scholarship are critically 
irq.portant because they give us an outlet for our interest and creativ
ity, help us develop ourselves as Jews and human beings, and provide 
a balance between our synagogue lives and our private lives. Such 
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involvement coula take many forms-'Personal study;working toward 
a graduate degree, teaching at a local university- and/ qr publishing 
books and articles. However we choose, to pursue diem, Jewish and 
secular schofarsl\.ip enhance our personal fulfillment as well as our 
professional effectiveness. 
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